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ABSTRACT
Linear polarization has been measured in several GRB afterglows. After a few days,
polarization arises from the forward shock emission which depends on the post-shock
magnetic field. The latter can originate both from compression of existing fields, here
the ISM magnetic field, and from shock generated instabilities. For short GRBs, previ-
ous modelling of the polarization arising from the forward shock considered a random
field fully or partially confined to the shock plane. However, the ISM magnetic field
likely consists of both random and ordered components. Here we study the impact
of a more realistic magnetic field having both ordered and random components. We
present our semi-analytical model and compute polarization curves arising for differ-
ent magnetic field configurations. We find that the presence of an ordered component,
even significantly weaker than the random one, has distinct signatures that could be
detectable. In the presence of an ordered component not in the observer plane, we
show that: i) for an observer inside the jet, the polarization angle θp either remains
constant during all the afterglow phase or exhibits variations smaller than the 90°swing
expected from a random component solely, ii) for an observer outside the jet, the polar-
ization angle evolves from θmaxp , before the jet break to its opposite after the jet break.
We also find that the upper limit polarization for GRB170817 requires a random field
not fully confined to the shock plane and is compatible with an ordered component as
large as half the random one.
Key words: polarization – ISM: magnetic fields – gamma-ray burst: short – stars:
neutron – gravitational waves
1 INTRODUCTION
Gamma ray burst (GRB) polarization has long been recog-
nized as a unique tool that can shed light on GRB scenarios.
Indeed, the polarization depends on parameters such as the
magnetic field configuration which are hardly distinguish-
able using flux detections only. The last years have been no-
tably rich for GRB polarization detections. Polarization was
detected for the prompt emission (Zhang et al. 2019) and
both the early (Laskar et al. 2019; Jordana-Mitjans et al.
2020) and late afterglow (Corsi et al. 2018). The early and
late afterglows are due to two different shocks namely re-
verse and forward shocks. When the GRB jets interact with
their ambient medium two shocks are generated: a relativis-
tic forward shock (FS) that travels into the ambient medium
and a short-lived reverse shock (RS) which propagates back
into the jet (Sari & Piran 1999; Kobayashi 2000). While the
late afterglow is due to the forward shock, the early after-
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glow can arise from just the reverse shock or a combination
of both shocks (as in Jordana-Mitjans et al. 2020).
Forward shock emission depends on the local magnetic
field behind the forward shock. The magnetic field behind
the shock can originate both from compression of an ex-
isting magnetic field (the ISM magnetic field, Laing 1980),
and from shock generated two-stream instabilities such as
the Weibel instability (Medvedev & Loeb 1999). The com-
pressed ISM magnetic field has long been regarded as too
weak. However, recent studies have found that the typical
circumburst density for short GRBs is n ≈ 10−3cm−3 (Fong
et al. 2015), while the typical fraction of post-shock magnetic
energy is B ≈ 10−3 (Santana et al. 2014), with some extreme
cases having B ∼ 10−6 (e.g Barniol Duran & Kumar 2011;
He et al. 2011; Kumar & Barniol Duran 2010). Moreover,
the fraction of magnetic energy is defined by B = UB/eth
with UB = B2/8pi with eth ≈ 4Γ2nmpc2. Thus, the magnetic
field behind the shock is given by:
B = (32pinmpB)1/2Γc. (1)
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We have B ≈ 10−2(B/10−3)(n/10−3cm−3)(Γ/102) G for these
typical values. On the other hand, the compressed ISM mag-
netic field has a strength Bcomp = 4ΓBISM which for an ISM
magnetic field of a few µG gives Bcomp ≈ 10−3(Γ/102)G. The
compressed ISM magnetic field is therefore not negligible
and can even play a key role in events with low density and
low B such as GRB170817.
Observations have shown that the ISM magnetic field
typically consists of three components: a large-scale coher-
ent component, a small-scale random or turbulent com-
ponent, and a striated component that changes direction
stochastically on small scales but whose orientation remains
aligned over large scales (Boulanger et al. 2018 and refer-
ences therein). Moreover, Planck measurements estimate the
ratio between the typical strengths of the turbulent and large
scale components of the field to be 0.8 (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2016). Therefore, we can expect the large scale
ordered component to be dominant in the pre-shocked ISM,
and compression of such an ISM magnetic field will result in
a magnetic field behind the shock with some ordered com-
ponent.
So far, previous models for GRB afterglow polarization
thoroughly considered a random magnetic field confined to
the shock plane (Ghisellini & Lazzati 1999; Sari 1999; Gra-
not & Ko¨nigl 2003; Rossi et al. 2004; Gill & Granot 2018) or
an anisotropic random magnetic field (Sari 1999; Granot &
Ko¨nigl 2003; Gill & Granot 2018). Granot & Ko¨nigl (2003)
noted that progenitor stars have magnetized winds which
could give rise to an ordered component, and calculated the
polarization under the limits that the ordered and random
components originate from different fluid elements, that the
ordered component only gave the maximum synchrotron po-
larization, and that the observer was inside the jet.
In this work, we study the impact of different magnetic
field configurations including the one consisting of both or-
dered and random components, in the general case where
both components can be present in the same fluid element,
and for an observer both outside and inside the jet. We begin
in §2 with the derivation of the Stokes parameters for a point
like region arising from the different magnetic field config-
urations. Next, we present in §3 our semi-analytic calcula-
tions of the jet flux and its evolution, which we use in §4 to
calculate polarization curves for the different magnetic field
configurations. In §5 we apply our results to the observed
upper limit on the polarization of GRB170817 (Corsi et al.
2018). GRB170817 was the first electromagnetic counterpart
to a gravitational waves event and was therefore extensively
monitored. Hence, parameters of both the jet and the ambi-
ent medium are better constrained than usual, making it an
ideal case to study the magnetic field configuration behind
the shock. Finally in §6 we discuss our results.
2 POLARIZATION OF A POINT LIKE
REGION
We begin by calculating the polarization arising from a point
like region, i.e. a region where the direction towards the ob-
server is constant and over which the magnetic field is en-
tangled. In order to obtain the polarization of such a region,
we need to integrate over all the possible orientations of the
magnetic field.
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Figure 1. Global and local frames.
At each time, the jet is moving towards a preferred di-
rection, the z axis. The observer is then chosen to lie in the
(x,z) plane (see fig. 1). Each fluid element of the jet has
a slightly different velocity vector nshock which depends on
fluid element coordinates (r, θ, φ) and on time (see fig. 1).
Let us consider a point like region whose velocity vector
is nshock, we choose this direction to be the z` axis see fig. 1,
and work in the rest of this section in this local coordinate
system. If the observer direction is n then the polarization
vector is in the n × B direction, and only the magnetic field
perpendicular to the observer is contributing to the polar-
ization. Moreover, the plane perpendicular to the observer
(x˜`, y˜`) is the plane of polarization, in which the Stokes pa-
rameters are given by:
Q
Πmax
=
〈
(E · x˜`)2
〉
−
〈
(E · y˜`)2
〉
=
〈
[(n × B) · x˜`]2
〉
−
〈
[(n × B) · y˜`]2
〉
,
(2)
U
Πmax
=
〈
(E · ea,`)2
〉
−
〈
(E · eb,`)2
〉
=
〈
[(n × B) · ea,`]2
〉
−
〈
[(n × B) · eb,`]2
〉
,
(3)
I =
〈
(E · x˜`)2
〉
+
〈
(E · y˜`)2
〉
=
〈
[(n × B) · x˜`]2
〉
+
〈
[(n × B) · y˜`]2
〉
.
(4)
where n is the observer direction, x˜` and y˜` are the local
axis of the plane of polarization and, ea,` and eb, ` are the
axis making a 45° angle with (x˜`, y˜`). The polarization of a
point like region is given by:
Πp =
√
Q2 +U2
I
. (5)
For particles with a power-law distribution of energies,
Πmax = (p + 1)/(p + 7/3) with p the electron power law in-
dex.
2.1 Random field
A three dimensional random magnetic field B is following a
multivariate Gaussian law:
B ∼ N(0, Σ) with Σ = Diag
(
σ2⊥, σ2⊥, σ2‖
)
. (6)
For an isotropic magnetic field σ‖ = σ⊥ and the polarization
vanishes. Whereas, for an anisotropic magnetic field with
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an anisotropy factor b = σ2‖ /σ2⊥, we obtain the following
polarization for a point like region:
Πp =
Q
I
= pimax
sin2 α(1 − b)
1 + cos2 α + b sin2 α
, U = 0, (7)
with α the angle between the observer and the point like
emitting region. This is the same expression than Gruzi-
nov (1999) and Sari (1999) 1. If the magnetic field is fully
confined to the shock plane, i.e. b = 0, we recover the 2D
isotropic case obtained by Laing (1980). 2
2.2 Ordered field and random field
If the magnetic field before compression is composed of a
large scale ordered component B0 and a random component
Brand, it can be written as
B = µBrandn0 + Brand where µ ≡
√〈
B20
〉
/
〈
B2rand
〉
(8)
and n0 is the direction of the ordered field before compres-
sion.
Behind the shock, the magnetic field follows a multi-
variate Gaussian distribution
B ∼ N(B0,⊥, Σ) , (9)
with B0,⊥ the projection of B0 in the plane perpendicular
to the shock. In the most general case of a magnetic field
composed of an ordered field and an anisotropic random
field, we obtain the following Stokes parameters:
I = 1 + cos2 α + b sin2 α + µ2
[
n20,y + n
2
0,x cos
2 α
]
, (10)
Q = Πmax
(
sin2 α(1 − b) + µ2
[
n20,y − n20,x cos2 α
] )
, (11)
U = Πmaxµ2
[−2n0,yn0,x cosα] , (12)
with α the angle between the observer and the point like
emitting region, b the anisotropy factor of the random field,
while n0,x and n0,y the projections of the magnetic field or-
dered component onto the plane perpendicular to the shock
direction.
3 AFTERGLOW SPECTRUM AND LIGHT
CURVES
3.1 Jet dynamics
We developed a semi-analytical model for afterglows to com-
pute the light curves. The hydrodynamics is described by
a blast wave expanding into a cold medium, assuming an
adiabatic flow. The blast wave evolution follows the Bland-
ford and McKee self similar solution (Blandford & McKee
1 These analyses considered a positive polarization to be along
the y axis, while we consider a positive polarization along the x˜
axis.
2 Note that here α is the angle between the jet and the observer
while in Laing (1980) β is the angle between the observer and the
plane of the slab, therefore α = pi2 − β.
1976) which gives us the following expressions for the den-
sity, Lorentz factor and energy of the shocked fluid:
n′ = 23/2Γnext χ−5/4,
γ = 2−1/2Γχ−1/2,
e′ = 2Γ2ρextc2 χ−17/12,
(13)
with Γ the Lorentz factor of the shock and χ the coordinate
of a fluid element:
χ = (1 + 8Γ2)
(
1 − r
ct
)
. (14)
We use the solution for an explosion in a constant density
medium ρext = nmp, corresponding to an interstellar medium
(ISM), with n the number density and mp the proton mass.
We assume that the magnetic field gets a fixed fraction B of
the internal energy everywhere behind the shock. A constant
fraction e of the shock energy goes into the electrons which
are considered to acquire a power law distribution of energy,
immediately behind the shock N(γ) ∝ γ−p.
3.2 Spectrum and light curves
Synchrotron radiation is the dominant emission mechanism
throughout the afterglow arising from the forward shock.
Therefore we will neglect Inverse Compton radiation. The
spectrum in the comoving frame for slow cooling, the prin-
cipal phase throughout the afterglow, is given by:
P′ν′ =

P′ν′,max
(
ν′/ν′m
)1/3
ν′ < ν′m < ν′c
P′ν′,max
(
ν′/ν′m
)(1−p)/2
ν′m < ν′ < ν′c
P′ν′,max
(
ν′/ν′m
)(1−p)/2 (
ν′/ν′c
)−1/2
ν′ > ν′c,
(15)
with P′ν′ the radiated power per unit volume per unit
frequency, ν′m the typical synchrotron frequency, and ν′c the
cooling frequency. All the primed quantities pertain to the
local rest frame of the fluid. ν′ = νγ(1 − β cos θ˜) where βc
is the velocity of the matter emitting the radiation and θ˜ is
the angle between the direction of the velocity of the matter
and the observer in the observer frame. P′ν′,max, ν
′
c and ν
′
m
are calculated following Granot & Sari (2002).
The observer flux is calculated by integrating over the
contributions from all the shocked region arriving at the
same observer time tobs, following Granot et al. (1999):
Fν (tobs) =
4R3
l
(1 + z)
pid2L
(16)
×
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ χmax
1
dχ
∫ χ− 14
0
dy
χy10P′ν′ (y, χ, tobs)(
1 + 7χy4
)2 ,
with dL and z the luminosity distance and cosmological red-
shift of the source. The radiated power P′ν′ is taken at the
coordinate time t = tz + r cos θ˜/c where tz ≡ tobs/(1 + z). We
take χmax = 1+8Γ2 and y ≡ R/Rl where R = R(t) is the radius
of the shock front and
Rl =
[
17 × 4Etz
4piAc
]1/4
. (17)
The light curves for different observer angles we ob-
tained are shown in fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Light curves for a homogeneous jet for different ob-
server angles. The parameters are Eiso = 1052erg, θ0 = 10°,
n = 1cm3, e = 0.01, B = 0.005, p = 2.5, ν = 7.1014Hz.
4 JET POLARIZATION
In §2 we derived the Stokes parameters for a point like region
arising from different magnetic field configurations. We will
now integrate over the total jet emitting region to obtain
the jet observed polarization for the different magnetic field
configurations.
Each fluid element has a velocity vector nshock whose
coordinates are (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ) with θ and φ the
spherical coordinates of the fluid element in the global
frame of the fluid. The observer lies in the direction n =
(sin θobs, 0, cos θobs) and the angle between the velocity vec-
tor of a fluid element and the observer θ˜ is cos θ˜ = nshock · n.
In §2, the velocity vector of a point like emitting region
was chosen to be in the z` direction and the Stokes parame-
ters were obtained in the local frame (x˜` ,y`) which depends
on nshock. In order to compute all the Stokes parameters in
the global frame (x˜,y) we calculated the transformations for
Stokes parameters. The Stokes parameters Q˜ and U˜ in the
global frame (x˜,y) are:
Q˜ = Q cos(2ρ) +U sin(2ρ), (18)
U˜ = −Q sin(2ρ) +U cos(2ρ), (19)
with Q and U the local Stokes parameters and ρ the angle
between x˜` and x˜.
We want to perform the integration in the frame of the
fluid and therefore need to take into account the aberration
of light. If the angle between the observer and the patch is
θ˜ in the observer frame then by Lorentz transform of angles
it becomes θ ′ in the fluid frame:
cos(θ ′) = cos(θ˜) − β
1 − β cos(θ˜) . (20)
As the Stokes parameters are additive for incoherent emis-
sion, they can be calculated by summing over all the con-
tributions from different fluid elements arriving at the same
observer time tobs. Therefore, the Stokes parameters for the
Figure 3. Polarization curves for a random field confined to the
shock plane for different observer angles. The other parameters
are the same as in fig. 2, pimax = 60% throughout this section.
full jet are:
Q
I
=
∫
Q˜(θ ′)δ3L′ν′dΩ˜∫
I(θ ′)δ3L′ν′dΩ˜
, (21)
U
I
=
∫
U˜(θ ′)δ3L′ν′dΩ˜∫
I(θ ′)δ3L′ν′dΩ˜
, (22)
with L′ν′ the luminosity in the fluid frame, δ the Doppler
factor δ = [γ(1 − β cos θ˜)]−1, Q˜ and U˜ the Stokes parameters
after the change of reference frame.
Finally, the total jet polarization Π is given by:
Π =
√
Q2 +U2
I
. (23)
4.1 Random field confined to the shock plane
For a random field fully confined to the shock plane, the po-
larization of a point like region is given by eq. 7, with b = 0.
Integrating over the jet, we obtain the following polarization
curves for different observer angles. See fig. 3.
If θobs < θ0, there are two polarization maxima and the
direction of polarization rotates by 90°. However, if θobs > θ0,
the larger the observer angle is, the later and the stronger
does the polarization peaks. We note that the polarization
peak is in the same region as the flux peak for an observer
outside the jet. These results are similar to those found by
Ghisellini & Lazzati (1999); Granot & Ko¨nigl (2003); Rossi
et al. (2004) 2.
2 Granot & Ko¨nigl (2003) and Ghisellini & Lazzati (1999) have
computed polarization curves only for an observer inside the jet.
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Figure 4. Polarization curves for an anisotropic random field
for different anisotropy factors b at a given observer angle θobs =
0.5 θ0. The other parameters are the same as in fig. 2.
4.2 Anisotropic Random field
For an anisotropic random field, the polarization of a point
like region is also given by eq 7. In order to isolate the impact
of the anisotropy factor b, polarization curves are plotted for
a given observer angle θobs = 0.5 θ0 and different anisotropy
factors in fig. 4. It can be seen that for all cases there is a 90°
swing in the polarization angle. For b < 1, the polarization is
firstly along the y direction and then along the x˜ direction,
while it is the opposite for b > 1. With solely a random
component, there are only two possible directions for the
polarization: the y and x˜ directions.
4.3 Ordered field and random field confined to
the shock plane
As discussed in §1 and §2, the ISM magnetic field before
compression most likely consists of both random and or-
dered components with a larger ordered component (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016). As the random component can
also be generated at the shock front, we will consider that
behind the shock the magnetic field consists of both ordered
and random components, with a larger or an equal random
component.
In the case of a magnetic field with both ordered and
random components, the Stokes parameters that we derived
are given in eq. 10, 11 and 12. An important signature of
the presence of an ordered component is that U , 0, while
U = 0 with only a random field. We should note that in case
of an ordered component in the plane of the observer, there
is no break of symmetry and U also vanishes.
In figs. 5 and 6, the evolution of Q/I and U/I are pre-
sented for an ordered to random component ratio µ = 0.5.
The evolution of Q/I resembles the evolution we obtained
with solely a random component, with however a higher
Q/I before and after the polarization peak. The U/I evo-
lution depends on whether or not the observer is inside the
Figure 5. Q/I evolution for a magnetic field with both ordered
and random components confined to the shock plane, with µ = 0.5.
The other parameters are the same as in fig. 2.
Figure 6. U/I evolution for a magnetic field with both ordered
and random components confined to the shock plane, with µ = 0.5.
The other parameters are the same as in fig. 2.
jet. For an observer outside the jet, U/I is first constant un-
til about the time Q/I peaks, then decreases to reach the
opposite value. Moreover, the larger the angle is, the higher
is the value of U/I. For an observer inside the jet, U/I is
roughly constant and from the beginning has the opposite
value.
In fig.7, we can see the impact of both a larger and a
weaker ordered component on two different directions of the
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2020)
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Figure 7. Polarization curves for two observer angles, two direc-
tions of the magnetic field and two ratios of ordered to random
component. The other parameters are the same as in fig. 2.
magnetic field prior to compression. We find that with an
ordered component as large as the random one, the polariza-
tion is much stronger for both an observer inside and outside
the jet. However, for an observer outside the jet, the value
of the polarization peak remains roughly constant. There-
fore, the degree of polarization outside of the peak region is
a good indicator of the presence of an ordered component
as well as the ratio of ordered to random component.
4.4 Ordered field and anisotropic random field
In this section we consider the more general case of a mag-
netic field consisting of both an ordered and an anisotropic
random component. In order to isolate the impact of the
anisotropy in the random component, we present in fig. 8
the polarization curves we obtained for the two directions
considered previously and two anisotropy factors, with an
ordered to random component ratio of µ = 0.5. We can see
that for an observer inside the jet, a different anisotropy fac-
tor has a very small impact while for an observer outside the
jet, an anisotropic random field strongly reduces the polar-
ization peak.
4.5 Polarization angle evolution
Comparing fig. 3 and fig. 5, we can see that in some cases
it can be hard to distinguish between a configuration with
solely a random component and one with both ordered and
random components for an observer outside of the jet. We
argue here that a smoking gun for the presence of an ordered
component would be the evolution of the polarization angle
θp = 0.5 arctan(U/Q). Indeed, as seen previously, with only
a random component, even anisotropic, the polarization has
only two possible directions: along the x˜ and y axes. However
in the presence of an ordered component, even significantly
Figure 8. Polarization curves for two observer angles: inside
and outside the jet, two directions of the magnetic field and two
anisotropy factors. The other parameters are the same as in fig.
2.
smaller than the random one, the direction of polarization
depends on the projection of the ordered component of the
magnetic field, making many directions possible for the po-
larization vector. In fig. 9, we can see the evolution of θp
for different magnetic field configurations, for an observer
outside the jet. In the presence of an ordered field, even sig-
nificantly weaker than the random one, θp evolves slowly
throughout the afterglow duration. It begins with a value
which depends on the ordered component direction, and it
decreases to almost the opposite value at late times. The
angle is measured in the plane of the sky (x˜, y), therefore
θp = 0 corresponds to a polarization along the x˜ direction,
the direction perpendicular to n ∧ nshock. We should note
that if prior to compression, the ordered component lied in
the plane of the observer, there is no break of symmetry and
therefore U = 0 and the polarization angle remain constant.
Depicted in fig. 10 is the evolution of θp for different
magnetic field configurations, for an observer inside the jet.
Without an ordered component, there is a 90° change of
direction, from y to x˜. With an ordered component, there
are either small variations (for a weaker ordered component)
to no variation at all (for an equal ordered component).
5 APPLICATION TO GRB170817
GW170817, the first gravitational waves (GW) signal from
a binary neutron star merger was detected by advanced
LIGO/Virgo on August 17 2017 (Abbott et al. 2017). It was
accompanied by the first electromagnetic counterpart to any
GW detection, the short gamma-ray burst, GRB 170817A
(Goldstein et al. 2017). As this event was the first of its kind,
its afterglow was extensively monitored at all wavelengths
(e.g. Alexander et al. (2018); D’Avanzo et al. (2018); Do-
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2020)
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Figure 9. Evolution of the polarization angle for different mag-
netic field configurations: a random field only, both ordered and
random fields with different ratios of ordered to random compo-
nents, θobs = 2 θ0. The other parameters are the same as in fig.
2.
Figure 10. Evolution of the polarization angle for different mag-
netic field configurations: random field only, both ordered and
random fields with different ratios of ordered to random compo-
nents, θobs = 0.5 θ0. The other parameters are the same as in fig.
2.
bie et al. (2018); Hallinan et al. (2017); Lyman et al. (2018);
Makhathini et al. (2020); Margutti et al. (2017, 2018); ,Moo-
ley et al. (2018a,b,c); Nynka et al. (2018); Troja et al. (2018,
2020)) and an upper limit on polarization 244 days after the
merger was found (Corsi et al. 2018). The many detections
allow us to have good constraints on many usually unknown
parameters such as the observer angle, the half opening an-
gle of the jet and the density, making it an ideal case to
investigate the possible magnetic field configurations.
The afterglow had an unusual rising which was argued
to come from either a structured jet (Lamb & Kobayashi
2018; Lazzati et al. 2018; Margutti et al. 2018) or a quasi-
isotropic (cocoon-dominated) outflow (Kasliwal et al. 2017;
Figure 11. The ν = 3GHz light curves obtained with our semi-
analytical code for both the two-component structure and the
uniform core only. The parameters are n = 8.10−4cm−3, e =
0.01, B = 0.001, p = 2.16. The error bars are the observed data
points GW170817 from (Hallinan et al. 2017; Alexander et al.
2017, 2018; Dobie et al. 2018; Margutti et al. 2018; Mooley et al.
2018a,c; Makhathini et al. 2020).
Mooley et al. 2018a). More recently, the VLBI and VLA
observations revealed that GW170817 involved a narrow jet
θ j ≤ 5° that dominated the late-time afterglow (Mooley et al.
2018b; Ghirlanda et al. 2019). This implies that at the time
of the afterglow peak and afterwards, the observed signal
behaved like an afterglow of a top-hat jet seen at θobs  θ j .
We used our semi analytical model to find a jet con-
figuration that could i) reproduce the observations at all
times including the unusual rise at the beginning, ii) whose
core could account for the observations at the time of the
peak and afterwards, iii) whose parameters are compatible
with observation constraints. Our jet configuration is a two-
component structure consisting of a narrow uniform rela-
tivistic core with a half opening angle θ0 = 3° and an equiv-
alent isotropic energy 1052erg, surrounded by wider mildly
relativistic wings with 10% of the core energy. As seen in fig.
11, our two-component structure fits all the data and consid-
ering only its uniform core, we can reproduce the afterglow
at the time of the peak and afterwards. Moreover with our
semi-analytical model we can easily check the Lorentz fac-
tor. At the time of the peak, t ≈ 155 days, we have Γ ' 3.6,
which is in good agreement with the observed Lorentz fac-
tor Γ ' 4 ± 0.5 (Mooley et al. 2018b). We then use the core
jet parameters that fit the observations to investigate the
magnetic field configuration in the vicinity of GRB170817
compatible with the upper limit polarization Π < 12%, mea-
sured by Corsi et al. (2018) at tobs = 244 days and ν=2.8
GHz.
We tested different configurations of magnetic field and
found that a random field confined to the shock plane is ruled
out, see fig. 12. However, a random field with an anisotropy
factor b such as 0.85 ≤ b ≤ 1.18 is compatible with the polar-
ization upper limit (b=1 meaning isotropy). Moreover, we
found that a magnetic field consisting of both random and
a ordered components with 0.85 ≤ b ≤ 1.18 and µ ≤ 0.5 is
also compatible with the detection. Therefore, the polariza-
tion upper limit for GRB170817 requires an almost isotropic
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2020)
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Figure 12. Polarization curves for different magnetic field con-
figurations: random confined to the shock plane and random only
with anisotropy in dashed lines, an anisotropic random compo-
nent combined with an ordered component in full lines, the pa-
rameters are the same as in fig.11.
random component and is compatible with the presence of
an ordered component as large as 1/2 the random one.
6 CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we have studied the impact of different mag-
netic field configurations on afterglow polarization. We con-
sidered different plausible configurations including the one
consisting of both ordered and random components which
is the most probable if the compressed ISM magnetic field
plays a role, even small. We found that the evolution of the
polarization angle θp would be a smoking gun to confirm
the presence of an ordered component, even significantly
weaker than the random one. Indeed, for an observer in-
side of the jet, θp has small to no variation at all with an
ordered component, instead of the 90° swing obtained with
random component solely. For an observer outside of the jet,
θp evolves slowly throughout the afterglow in the presence
of an ordered component while there is no variation with
a random component solely. For an observer inside the jet,
polarization detections at all times can confirm or refute the
presence of an ordered component and provide an indication
to the ratio between the ordered and random components.
For an observer outside the jet, we found that a polarization
outside of the peak region would point towards the pres-
ence/absence of an ordered component and to the ratio be-
tween the ordered and random components. However in the
region close to the peak, the polarization is a good indicator
for the anisotropy factor. This was confirmed by the upper
limit on polarization found for GRB170817 which was de-
tected 244 days after the merger in the region close to the
peak flux t ≈155 days and for which we could derive good
constraints on the anisotropy factor (Corsi et al. 2018).
More specifically, for GRB170817 we found that the up-
per limit on polarization was compatible with an ordered
component as large as half the random one and required
a random component not confined to the shock plane. We
obtained that the anisotropy factor should satisfy 0.85 ≤
b ≤ 1.18 (with b = 1 corresponding to isotropy, and b = 2
corresponding to 〈B⊥〉 = 〈B‖〉). The origin of such a paral-
lel random component is puzzling. Indeed, one of the most
popular scenario for shock generated magnetic field, that
of Weibel instability, would produce an almost completely
transverse magnetic field (Lemoine et al. 2019; Shaisultanov
et al. 2012). Another popular scenario is the coherent patch
scenario where shock generated magnetic field is ordered in-
side small patches, and patches ordered directions are inco-
herent between them (Gruzinov & Waxman 1999). In such
a scenario, the polarization is Π ≈ 70%/√N, with N be-
ing the number of patches. Thus, the upper limit detection
for GRB170817 requires N ≥ 35. We can also calculate the
size of the patches θB using N ≈ (ΓθB)−2, which gives us
θB ≈ 0.053 rad for Γ ≈ 3.5, deriving it from the observed
Γ ≈ 4 at the time of the peak (Mooley et al. 2018b). How-
ever, observations found that the half opening angle was
θ0 ≤5°= 0.087 rad (Mooley et al. 2018b) which seems to
disfavour this scenario as well. Another possible scenario is
the amplification of an existing magnetic field through MHD
turbulence. Indeed, if the shock sweeps an inhomogeneous
external medium, multiple vorticities arise downstream of
the shock due to the growth of the Richtmyer-Meshkov in-
stability, increasing the field strength (Sironi & Goodman
2007; Inoue et al. 2011; Mizuno et al. 2014). Mizuno et al.
(2014) and Inoue et al. (2011) found a nearly isotropic tur-
bulent density which seems to be favoured for GRB170817.
As showed in this work, polarization evolution highly
depends on whether or not the observer is outside the jet.
Therefore, future afterglow polarization detections with this
information will allow us to find the magnetic field config-
urations compatible with those detections. If polarization
detection or polarization angle requires an ordered compo-
nent, it will confirm the importance of the compressed ISM
magnetic field. Indeed, shock generated magnetic fields have
a very small coherence length, of the order of the plasma skin
depth. More polarization detections in the region of the peak
will help us constrain the anisotropy factor and better un-
derstand the shock generated magnetic fields and therefore
the collisionless shocks.
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